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psychometric testing

www.peoplemaps.com

Tools to make your sta� recruitment & 
development easier - easy, instant, online
Hiring the wrong person is an expensive mistake to 
make. PeopleMaps Personality Profiling helps you 
make the right decision time and time again - with 
little cost and little effort.

Don't leave it to chance - use pro�ling and make 
better recruitment decisions
Screening candidates for interviews can be 
time-consuming, and subjective. Online Profiling from 
PeopleMaps helps you compile a really good short list 
from all your candidates - getting you the right people 
for interview.

Essential for sta� development & recruitment - 
improve your people performance
Building happy and productive teams can depend on 
a balance of personalities. Personality Profiles from 
PeopleMaps help you build balanced teams and help 
your existing teams understand one another better.

What's special about PeopleMaps?
Our unique questionnaire is made up of only 10 
questions, with no compromise on accuracy.
Designed for busy people, our online system requires 
no tricky software for you to install. And unlike 
traditional profilers, we write your reports in plain 
English - no expensive training or consultancy costs.

We offer instant access to your account with FREE 
reports to get you started.

Don't pay for your reports per report!
- Fixed monthly fee
- Unmetered access
- No set up costs
- Fee varies according to size of company and type of 
  reports supplied - just ask for a quotation.

The psychology behind PeopleMaps

The psychological profiler underpining PeopleMaps is a 
Jungian profile designed to measure an individual's 
psychological make-up. Jung's bi-polar scales measure 
the attitudes of introversion and extraversion, together 
with the rational preferences of thinking and feeling 
and the irrational preferences of sensing and intuition. 
These are combined to arrive at the psychological 
profile or type.
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Enterprise Solution 
for large, regular users 
of personality profiling

“Through the use of PeopleMaps I was able to reduce 
my shortlist of ten candidates from two very strong 
individuals, one of which we selected with great 
confidence they would fit in to our small team. The 
profile was amazing, even scary, in its accuracy. 
Fully recommended."

Chris Morgan, Data Liberation

Call us today to 

find out more 

+ 44 (0)870 1999 197  

or start now with 

FREE reports at 
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